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ABSTRACT— Evolutionary approaches are well suited for automatic generation of good quality test data for software testing.
Software testing is not effective without good quality test data, so good quality software testing depends upon good quality
software test data. Automatic test data generation becomes very critical when we come to a higher level of testing including
integration testing and system testing. Unit testing can be managed with manual data to test single methods and classes. In
Integration testing and system testing, a large number of methods and classes are involved so there should be effective test
data generation strategy for the generation of automatic test data. In this paper, we have selected a case study from industry
for our empirical investigations on automatic test data generation for coupling based integration testing. We have identified
different coupling scenarios based on the selected application configurations and data. We have performed different
experiments using our already proposed approach described somewhere else [46]. Based on our experimental investigations,
we have concluded that our approach is very effective for test data generation for different coupling types involved in
integration of different components. Our experimental measurements indicate that our approach is very effective as compared
to random testing.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The execution of software with intends of finding error is
known as software testing [20]. Software testing is one of the
most important phases in the software development life
cycle. Software testing is an ongoing activity and can be
performed at each level starting from requirements to
acceptance testing. Different levels of testing are defined
starting from unit level to system level testing. Unit level
testing ensures the quality of single unit. Integration level
testing checks the quality of different interfaces defined for
communication of different components, ensures proper
message passing and behavior after integration are verified in
integration testing. System level testing maps the systems
with the requirements and functionalities what the system
intends for. In each level of testing, the important component
of software testing is test data, without adequate test data
execution of the software system is not possible. In other
words, we can say that software testing is not possible
without adequate test data. Different manual and automated
approaches have been proposed for the generation of test
data. Manual test data generation is a tedious process and
unable to handle the testing data requirements at a higher
level of testing. Most of the approaches used for automatic
test data generation use evolutionary approaches for test data
generation. The application of evolutionary approaches to
software testing is known as evolutionary testing [20, 21].
In this paper, we have applied our previous proposed
approach [45, 46] for automatic test data generation for
coupling based integration testing to a real time case study
from industry for coupling based integration testing.
Integration testing is concerned with the interactions among
components. Does a component call other components
correctly? Are the right parameters with right types and
ranges are passed? Does the called method return the proper
type and the value is in the correct range? These questions
are focus of the integration testing. Unfortunately, very little

research has been done in the area of integration testing.
Coupling based integration testing is based upon coupling
relationships that exist among variables across call sites in
procedures. In the same way as unit level testing is a base
for integration testing, integration test is a base for system
level testing. System level testing is difficult to achieve
before integration testing [20, 21]. The major contributions
of this research paper are:
 Application of the proposed approach for generation of
test data at the integration level as most of the work on test
data generation is at unit level
 Identification of coupling relations from the large
industrial application and based on those relationship
testing scenarios are defined.
 Generation of test data for identified coupling scenarios
 Comparison of experimental results with random testing,
in order to measure its effectiveness
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
elaborates the background knowledge coupling based
integration testing. Section 3 describes the chosen case study
and section 4 represents the experimental scenarios and
setup. Section 5 is related to empirical results and
experimental measurements. Section 6 represents the related
work. Section 7 concludes the paper and presents the future
work.
II. INTRODUCTION TO CASE-STUDY
To determine the potential effectiveness of our approach and
prototype tool, E-Coup Testing, over random test data
generation approach, a case study was performed in
telecommunication environment.
We selected a large
application where integration of different components is very
frequent. We have also considered the requirement for
coupling based testing in our selection of case study. We
have analyzed the whole application before going into
experimentation for test data generation and focus more on
those components where coupling exists. We have identified
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all four coupling type relationships in our selected
application and then perform experimentation to generate test
data for all coupling types in order to test the complete
functionality of our proposed approach and tool. Before
going into the experimentation details, let’s first discuss our
selected application, important components of the
application, and data flow between different components,
different variable definition and use.
We have selected rating management application which is a
part of intelligent networks. Rating application is a very
important application as it manages the overall rating process
between and after call of any subscriber. Different offers and
promotions are launched using this application. There are
different components of this application each having specific
functionality. Test object and configurations described below
are used for our testing purposes.
.TEST OBJECTS AND CONFIGURATIONS
In order to achieve the testing of RMA application at
integration level, we have designed various promotions and
offers in the application where coupling is involved. We have
tested each promo using our proposed and generate test data
after analyzing the trace after every iteration. Our designed
offers and promotions contain different coupling types and
we have generated successfully data for designed promotion
and offer. We have designed following offers and configured
in RMA for testing. Table 1 shows the designed offer name,
their functionality, components used and coupling type used
in the flow.
Bonus on Usage (BoU) offers for minutes, SMS and data are
one of the complex offers in RMA as it involves interaction
of many components. BoU offers are selected for testing
because coupling Type 1 is involved in every BoU offer.
Accumulators are used in BoU offers to accumulate the
usage of the customer in terms of minutes, SMS, Data or
money. Accumulators instance is created in accumulator
component using current customer context object.
Accumulators are defined in the rating component with
initial and maximum values. Then accumulators are used and
evaluated in Bonus component to assign bonus to customers.
As three components are used in BoU offers; accumulator for
instance creation, rating for a definition and bonus for usage
of accumulators. So there is coupling type 1 exists in BoU
offers. We defined and configured three BoU Offers for
coupling type 1 testing.
Free minutes, SMS and Data bundles are used to give benefit
to user by using subscription services mostly through SMS
on some special number. These offers are testing because
coupling Type 2 is involved in bundles offers. Data bundles
are defined in dedicated accounts and used in rating
components so there is coupling type 2 exists in bundle
offers. Hybrid and BoR offers are used in rating component
and defined in bonus component again after giving bonus to
customer so there is coupling type 3 exists in these offers.
Timer based offers are used and defined rating components
so there is coupling type 4 for timer based offers.
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Table 1. Scenarios Used for Testing

III.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Testing flow of RMA application is shown in Figure 4. In the
first step, data configurations are done on RMA. Data
Configurations involve development of all offers to be tested
on RMA application and then all these testing scenarios are
stored in a database and will be loaded into memory at start
of RMA application. After data configurations, each scenario
is simulated using the simulator for execution of testing
cycles. Simulator executes each testing scenario using
configuration stored in RMA application.
After Execution of each cycle trace file is generated for each
scenario. This file is very important for our testing purposes.
This file contains the same information as one can get by
using instrumenting the code. By enabling trace on RMA
means that we are getting all information of every
component involved in execution and all variables along
with required and actual values for certain types of
conditions to be true. We can check the trace file for
execution of offers and simulation of various scenarios in
different offers. If all required scenarios are executed then we
stop the execution and test data used for execution is stored
in files.
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test data generation. Our approach has much better results as
compared to random testing.
We identified ten test objects, but up till now we have
performed our experiments with only three BOU test objects
and our proposed approach has much better results as
compared to random testing. The detailed parameters used
during the testing are shown in table 2.
Table 2. Testing Parameters
Parameter
Values
Population Size
80
Number of Generations
400-600
Mutation Rate
0.2
Crossover Rate
0.8
Termination Criteria
Coverage>90% or
Generation=600
Table 3. Average Coverage of Proposed Approach
Number of
Coverage
Average
Generations
Coverage
BoU
BoU
BoU

Figure 4. Testing Flow of Application using ECOUP

If all the required scenarios are not executed, then we pass
the trace file to ECOUP our proposed tool for test data
generation. Our proposed tool parsed the file; extract the
information for each accumulator, dedicated account,
accumulation counter and bonus calculator. Compare the
actual and required values, calculates the new values by
using cost function proposed by [6]. After processing of trace
files, each file is written in XML file in the required format
accepted by RMA. After loading of new values in RMA by
XML then execution is performed again and the same steps
are repeated until all scenarios are complete with required
test data.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
In order to prove the effectiveness of our approach, we
defined various measurements for comparison of our
approach with random test data generation. We have
compared our approach with random test data generation
based upon the following information for each test object:
 Success Rate
 Average Coverage
 Failure Rate
Failure rate is defined as:
Failure Rate= (Unsuccess Searches/Total Searches) *100
Success rate is defined as:
Success Rate= (Successful Searches/Total Searches) *100
Average number of generations for a successful search of
data is the average number of generation came from different
experiments on different test object based on coupling type.
We have compared the average number of generations of our
approach with random test data generation. Our approach has
much better results as compared to random testing.
Maximum time for a successful search is the maximum time
required by any test object for the generation of test data. We
have compared our approach’s maximum time with random
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Table 4. Average Success Rate and Failure of Proposed
Approach
Number of
Success Rate
Avg.
Avg.
Generations
Success
Failure
BoU
BoU
BoU
Rate
Rate
Minutes
SMS
Data
100
34%
40%
35%
36%
64%
100
100

36%
38%

41%
37%

36%
32%

37%
35%

63%
65%

100
100

33%
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35%
32%
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41%

36%
36%
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Table 5. Average Coverage of Random Testing
Number of
Coverage
Average
Generations
Coverage
BoU
BoU
BoU
Minutes
SMS
Data
450
25%
23%
21%
23%
475
28%
28%
24%
26%
500
36%
32%
26%
31%
550
41%
33%
32%
35%
600
44%
34%
31%
36%
Table 6 .Average Success and Failure of Random Testing
Number of
Success Rate
Average
Average
Generations
Success
Failure
BoU
BoU BoU
Rate
Rate
Minutes SMS Data
100
8%
11% 13%
10%
90%
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[14]. Object oriented testing at intra calss level is described
by the work of Hong et al. [30], Parrish et al. [31], Turner
and Robson [32], Doong and Franklin [33], and Chen et al.
[34]. Chen and Kao [26] prosed a technique call object flow
graph in their work for testing of object oriented program.
Alexander and Offutt [42, 38] proposed techniques for
coupling based integration tesing of object oriented
programs. S.A khan and Nadeem [45, 46,47] apply genetic
algorithm and particle swarm optimization to data flow
testing at unit and integration level for test data generation.

Figure 5. Comparison of Experimental Results

From our experimental results, it has been concluded that our
approach has much better results as compared to random
testing as shown in figure 5.
V.

RELATED WORK

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have carried out a case study on real time
industry application. We have identified various test objects,
their coupling types and based on our experimental
measurements, we have performed experiments. On the basis
of empirical results, we claim that our approach is more
efficient than random testing. In future more experimentation
will be performed on remaining test objects before any
conclusive statements can be made.
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